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Fix List for MONITOR version 9.0.4 

 

General 

 SHYS-AEUHK3 - News that affects Estonia: Now it’s possible to export the Intrastat Export and Import by 
file. 

 SHÖD-AM79AR - An error message could be displayed in the Register Agreement procedure if you 
changed status on the Agreement to Cancelled and saved. 

 SHÖD-AMF9PH - The message "Update failed!" could be displayed in the Release Invoice Basis from 
Agreement procedure if you released invoice basis for several agreements at the same time. 

 PFLN-AMMGZ9 - It wasn’t possible to leave fields for measuring points empty in the window Measuring 
points for operation in the Preparation procedure and in the window Measuring points for part in the 
Update Part – Purchase procedure. 

Manufacturing 

 CSIG-ABYFES - The Customer order number wasn’t linked to the order row in the Register 
Manufacturing Order procedure if a manufacturing order was manually linked to a Customer order. 

 PFLN-AMTF4Z - The Add up Weight procedure will now ignore Extra% and Setup quantity just like the 
Add up weight function in the Preparation procedure. 

 CSIG-AMXGXC - The sorting on Printout date in the list in the Order List – Subcontract procedure is 
removed. 

 SSÖG-AN4JYS - The Print Delivery Schedules – Subcontract procedure created too many call rows if 
you used format 35 for the export. 

 PFLN-AN58F5 - The columns Op and WC didn’t have enough space if you exported any of the list types 
Operation / material or Only material to Excel from the BOM / Operation List procedure. 

 PFLN-AN6D6C - Changed delivery period wasn’t printed on the forms in the Comprehensive Document 
(Subcontract) procedure. 

 JLÖR-AN9BCA - An empty row was missing in the database table, which made it impossible to report 
measuring data in the Recording Terminal procedure. 

 CSIG-ANCD8Q - Orders were not loaded completely in the Order Info procedure if you were too fast using 
Enter or Tab to move from the Order number field. 

 FOHN-ANJB4A - The phrase Work center in the Undo Reporting procedure wasn’t translated to other 
languages than Swedish. 

 FPEN-ANQCAA - Alpha numerical Work centers weren’t displayed under the Tool log button in the Tool 
Info procedure. Tool Management is a supplement to MONITOR. 

Purchase 

 KFTM-ALJD74 – This only applies to systems used in Poland: It wasn’t possible to change information under 

the Payment info button in the Register Supplier Invoice procedure and press OK. Then an error 
message was displayed. 

 FPEN-ALRK58 - Classification on Part number in the Price List – Purchase procedure didn’t work properly 
if you had selected list type Price list with Price date. 
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 LAHM-AMGJW2 – Some of the International payment information wasn’t updated by the Payment info 
button in the Register Supplier Invoices procedure if you used the Payment method FBI. 

 SSÖG-AN5AAC - The EDI Data table became occupied during simultaneous imports of Purchase orders 
even though none of the links used EDI Data. 

 LAHM-AN6BYU - A payment in the payment file created in the Transaction List procedure could be 
doubled if Zip and city was double on the supplier. This error is extremely rare. 

 FPEN-ANHFHW - Parts with supplier link that were imported in the Part Import procedure weren’t included 
if you selected on Supplier code in the Pre-Calculation - P-parts procedure. 

 PFLN-ANHFUB - If you opened a linked document on the Settings/Status tab in the Supplier Info 
procedure and changed supplier, the document remained in the Document viewing window. This could only 
occur in systems with the supplement Document Viewing. 

 LAHM-ANKHAC – This only applies to systems used in Poland: Payments by LBI and LB in Multicash format 
in the Transaction List procedure didn’t remove the quotation marks in the Supplier name and Address. 
This caused problems at the bank. 

Sales 

 SWIO-AAJFKY - Now is the delivery reporting in the Manufacturing company stopped for Customer Order 
transferred order if a .Net error occur during delivery reporting. Customer Order Transfer is a supplement 
to MONITOR. 

 SWIO-AEH845 - Price each in the Service Summary procedure will comply with the Setting "Decimals 
under "Each" on orders/quotes/invoices". Service Management is a supplement to MONITOR. 

 CSIG-AFHBQ2 - If order status on an order in the Manufacturing company has reached the status when 
changes shall not be transferred, the order will NEVER be deleted in the Manufacturing company. Even if 
you have answered Yes on the question Transfer the changes to the manufacturing company?. This only 
applies to systems with the supplement Customer Order Transfer and adaptation 230 "Release order after 
customer order transfer". 

 SSTG-AHHASF - The Total became incorrect on invoice basis created from Customer orders with service. 
This could only occur if the order had "Tot. price on incorporated" activated and the Customer had a 
discount. Service Management is a supplement to MONITOR. 

 SHÖD-AHNJ5H - AutoCoding with CC and CU didn’t work in the Register Invoices Directly procedure if 
the Setting "AutoCoding/AutoAllocation at account level?" was activated. 

 SSTG-AHPACQ - Some phrases in the Service Plan List procedure weren’t translated. Service 
Management is a supplement to MONITOR. 

 JELA-AL6CVQ - The short cuts for Cancel (Close) and Confirm (Save) under File were displayed with phrase 
numbers instead of text. This could only occur in the Register service window and Configuration window in 
the Register Customer Order procedure. Service Management and the Product Configurator are 
supplements. 

 KFTM-ALY9R8 - The batch total wasn’t displayed in the list if you entered a high value in the Batch total 
field in the Incoming Payment List procedure. 

 SSÖG-AMTK8Y - You could during certain circumstances get a previous orders rows on a new order when 
you created a new order in the Register Customer Order procedure. 

 SHÖD-AMU8TJ - There could be incorrect Project code on Advance payment rows if you added a row on an 
Invoicing plan in the Register Customer Order procedure. 

 SWIO-AMW975 - The Service Summary procedure displayed incorrect amount for the invoice basis if you 
had summarized the order with total price before. Service Management is a supplement to MONITOR. 

 JLÖR-AMXAWB - The Service Summary procedure didn’t transfer the Serial number from the Customer 
order header to the Invoice header. Service Management is a supplement to MONITOR. 
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 PFLN-AN4HZR - Decimals on Price each, Unit time and Quantity in the Register service window in the 
Register Customer Order procedure was displayed as integers on text rows (row type 4). Service 
Management is a supplement to MONITOR. 

 FOHN-AN5DVD - Incorrect tooltip could be displayed in the Customer Info procedure. The tooltip for SRM 
was displayed instead of the tooltip for CRM. 

 FOHN-AN5DXT - The forms Changed order confirmation, Reminder (e-mail), Interest invoice e-mail and 

Changed Order Confirmation e-mail were missing in the drop-down menu under the Customer-specific 
forms button in the Update Customer procedure. 

 AFOG-AN6GY5 - It wasn’t possible to unlock delivery notes during picking if they were partially delivered 
and advised in the Print Pick List procedure. The message "Failed to unlock order on delivery note since 
consolidated packing was used" was displayed in the Order List – Sales procedure. 

 PFLN-ANKD9K – This only applies to systems used in Denmark: Adjustments are made in the Danish EC 
Sales List. 

Inventory 

 MWIK-AG8D4P - A Location that got a 0 balance during delivery reporting was renamed to *******, 
exactly as it should work. But the data for Initial batch wasn’t deleted for the empty Location. This could 
only occur in systems with Multiple locations and Random location storage. 

 JELA-AMAF9Q - Reset Search Form (Ctrl + F5 or by using the button) in the Price Adjustment – FIFO 
procedure removed the lower part of the Search form and locked the procedure when you tried to display 
the list. 

Accounting 

 SHYS-AN4G5N - This only applies to systems used in Estonia. The KMD 2017 form is adjusted as follows:. 
1) VAT row 2.1 – 14% is removed. 
2) Everything that is reported on VAT row 7 is automatically added to row 1. 

3) The name on some VAT rows are modified in Estonian and English. 

 MJON-ANGF7D - Sometimes when you inserted a sub-activity, saved and closed the Register Project 
procedure. Then when you opened the same project again in the Register Project procedure, the Main 
activity was splitted into several. 

General Settings 

 JEDS-AMDDB7 - The User could get more rights than he/she was supposed to, if you had several user right 
groups linked to a User. 

Electronic Invoice Management 

 FOHN-ANRHQE - A setting can be added to the ini-file for the supplement MONITOR Authorize to be able to 
get access to a specific installation. Enter a space after the program name followed by I="<path>" where 
<path> shall be replaced with the real path to the server installation of MONITOR, for instance 
\\server\Monwin. The " character has to be placed in front of and behind the path if the path contains a 
space. 

Product Configurator 

 AKWK-AMHK5K - The quantity wasn’t calculated if you had a Quantity formula on a Part with a value from 
a variable. This only affects systems with the supplement Product Configurator. 
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